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Direct starter 400V/0.9KW 0.15A-2A
3RK1304-5KS70-2AA3

Siemens
3RK1304-5KS70-2AA3
4011209680487 EAN/GTIN

69441,42 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 16-17 days* (IND)

DOL starter 400V/0.9KW 0.15A-2A 3RK1304-5KS70-2AA3 Type of motor starter DOL starter, With short-circuit release, Rated control supply voltage Us at AC 50 Hz 400 ...
400V, Rated control supply voltage Us at DC 20.4 ... 28.8V, Type of voltage for actuation DC, rated operational power at AC-3, 400 V 0.9 kW, rated operational current Ie 2A,
rated operational current at AC-3, 400 V 2A, overload release current setting 0.15 ... 2A, tripping class other, connection type main circuit flat plug connection, type of
coordination according to IEC 60947-4-3 class 1, degree of protection (IP) IP65, width 110mm, height 230mm, depth 160mm, full motor protection consisting of: electronic
overload protection + thermistor 3 AC 400 V/0.9kW 0.15 A...2.00 A Brake contact AC 400 V 4DI Han Q4/2 - Han Q8/0 SIMATIC ET 200pro motor starters for operational
switching of three-phase motors in the field, with short-circuit and overload protection and for fully TIA-integrated, highly automated applications, e.g. in conveyor technology.
The multifunctional motor starters are fully integrated in the ET 200pro I/O system. The quick and extensive configuration takes place in the TIA Portal. Use without a control
cabinet thanks to the high degree of protection IP65/67. Consistent communication via PROFIBUS and PROFINET. Due to the wide adjustment range, the effort for storage
and project planning is reduced with low device variance. The simple installation thanks to the wiring bus and plug-in technology enables the motor starter to be replaced
quickly and increases system availability. The Motor Starter ES software is available for configuration, commissioning, operation and diagnostics. PROFIenergy supports active
and efficient energy management. The devices are approved worldwide (eg IEC, CCC and UL/CSA) and IE3/IE4ready. Available as a direct or reversing starter with different
motor current ranges, as a standard or high-feature variant (incl. soft start function). A repair switch module can be used as an option to ensure safe disconnection for all
downstream motor starters during repair work. In addition, there is a fail-safe repair switch and a switch-off module for fail-safe applications. Motor starter ET 200pro - compact
and intelligent.
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